EAST   AGAIN
American planters spoke highly of their Filipino neighbours and
employees in the outlying parts of the southern island, Mindanao,
the most backward in civilization of the whole archipelago.
This, and the adjacent islands, are the principal home of the
Moros. They are Moslems by religion, of Malay descent, and
form in the Philippine Islands the most important minority
group. But they have never enjoyed the opportunity of culture
which the northerners experienced during over three centuries
of Spanish domination, and have remained a much more primi-
tive and uneducated race. They have however many good
qualities which the Americans have been quick to recognize.
In  such  company where  political  discussion  was  possible
without the risk of impatience or ill-will and without the exhibi-
tion of any race prejudice, my voyage was pleasant indeed.   The
islands we passed amongst presented scenery of distinct beauty
and much colour and diversity ;  narrow straits and wide seas ;
islands beforested and mountainous ;  the symmetrical cones of
great volcanoes ;   picturesque little villages amongst groves of
coco-nut palms and here and there plantations and clearings in the
jungle.   Immense trees reared their gaunt grey trunks far above
the level of the rest of the forest, crowned with dense foliage.
We stopped the day after our departure  in  a deep  bay in
Mindanao for a few hours to take on board fifty or sixty head of
cattle.   It was a desolate spot, a wide plain bounded by mountains
and only very sparsely wooded.    Advantage had been taken of
this more open country, rare enough in the southern islands, to
start a ranch and every week the steamer called to take cattle to the
north.    It was no easy job getting them on board.    Long ropes
were made fast to their horns and held by groups of men.   Time
after time the ox would charge one or other group of natives
who would run for their lives, while the others held on grimly to
their ropes, bringing sufficient power to bear to stop the beast's
rush against his enemies.    In time—often it was long—the ox
would tire and was dragged and pulled into the sea to be made
fast by his horns to the sides of one of the ship's heavy boats
of which two or three were employed for the purpose.   Once the
requisite number were collected the boat was towed out by a
launch to the steamer where the cattle were slung on board, a wide
band of canvas being placed beneath their stomachs and made
fast over their backs and hooked to the chain of the winch*
To heave them up was the work of a very few minutes.   Evidently
scared and by no means tame, they created some disturbance on

